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Law of Conservation of Matter, States of Matter, Gas Laws Assessment Prep Review 

 

1.  What is the Law of Conservation of Matter?         
              

2.  Give an example from an experiment demonstrating the Law of Conservation of Matter.   
              

3.  Use the following diagram to answer the following questions: 

Substances Measured Mass (in grams) 
Empty cup 3.4 g 

Cup, baking soda and vinegar (before the reaction) 11.825 g 

Cup, baking soda and vinegar (after the reaction) 10.372 g 

 

- What is the mass of the reactants before the reaction?        

- What is the apparent change in mass of the reacting substances?       

- Why did the mass go down after the reaction?          

- What could be done in the experiment to preserve the Law of Conservation of Matter?   
              

4.  Write two equations that demonstrate the law of conservation of matter below and then explain 
why. 

 

5.  Write two equations that do not demonstrate the law of conservation of matter below and then 
explain why. 

 

6.  Balance the following chemical equations.  
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7.  How is the particle arrangement and movement in the following? 

Solid  

Liquid  

Gas  

Plasma  

 

8.  What happens to the particle energy and movement as particles go from these different states? 

Solid to liquid  

Liquid to solid  

Gas to liquid  

Liquid to gas  

Solid to gas  

Gas to solid  

 

9.  Label the following as solid, liquid, or gas based upon their density. 

 Density Solid, Liquid, or Gas? 
Sample A 0.502 g/m3  
Sample B 827 g/m3  
Sample C 221 g/m3  

 

10.  Order the three phases of matter from most to least distance between particles below. 

 

11.  What is the plasma state of matter?  Draw an example of it below.      
              

 

 

12.  Which one can be compressed more easily Solids or Gases?  Explain why.     
              

13.  Which state of matter has the least kinetic energy?          Most kinetic energy?    
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14.  Write the Gas Law for each below: 

Boyle’s Law  

Charles’ Law  

Gay-Lussac’s Law  

 

15.  How would increasing the temperature affect the size of a balloon? Give the Gas Law and explain 
the relationship between the two variables in this scenario.       
             
              

16.  What happens when you shake up a bottle of soda?  Explain using the Gas Laws.    
              

Which Gas Law does this relate to?           


